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Abstract. 11 years of low degree helioseismic data collected by the IRIS++ network (International Research of the Interior
of the Sun) have been analyzed. The epoch covered (mid-1989 to end-1999) spans the maximum and the falling phase of solar
cycle 22 and the rising phase of the current solar cycle 23. Annual timeseries with an overlap of 6 months are used to study the
variations with solar activity of thep-mode frequenciesνn,`, heightsHn,`, and linewidthsΓn,`, taking into account the effects of
the window function. These are used to infer variations in the velocity power< V2

n,` > and the energy supply ratėEn,` which
relate to changes in the excitation and the damping of the modes. We find global changes over the range 2600≤ ν ≤ 3600µHz
of about−26%, 11%,−11% for the heights, the linewidths, and the velocity power respectively, and a constant energy supply
to the modes.
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1. Introduction

Acoustic mode parameters have been demonstrated to be very
sensitive to the solar activity cycle. The first report given by
Woodard & Noyes (1985) uncovered a frequency shift for low
degrees of around 0.4 µHz. This result was soon confirmed
by Fossat et al. (1987) for low degrees. Libbrecht & Woodard
(1990) shown using measurements of intermediate-` (5 ≤ ` ≤
100) that these frequency shifts are greater with higher degrees.
Magnetic field changes are believed to be the most likely source
of these shifts (Goldreich et al. 1991; Dziembowski et al.
2001), either directly – via the action of the Lorentz force –
or indirectly by changing the entropy stratification in the solar
cavity. Some evidence was obtained that modes with different
degrees̀ and azimuthal ordersm have different sensitivities to
magnetic flux, depending on the positions of the activity on the
solar surface (Jim´enez-Reyes et al. 1998; Salabert et al. 2002a).
Correlations of a few months between frequency shifts and so-
lar activity indexes were observed in low-` by Chaplin et al.
(2001) and Salabert et al. (2002c).

Afterwards, new aspects of the mode parameter variations
were revealed. Using 12 years of Mark-I data from 1977 to
1989, Pallé et al. (1990a,b) have reported an increase of about
30% for the linewidths with increasing activity and a vari-
ation between 30 and 40% in the power anticorrelated with
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solar activity, which was confirmed later by Anguera Gubau
et al. (1992) explaining that a variation of about 15% of the
characteristic size of the solar granules between maximum and
minimum of solar activity would account for the observed ef-
fect. However, accurate estimations of these parameters require
long and well-filled datasets of high quality, thus the analy-
ses following Pall´e’s ones using generally single site obser-
vations sometimes present contradictory results, especially for
the linewidth observations (Meunier 1997). The deployment
of helioseismic ground-based networks (like IRIS, BiSON or
GONG) and their running over several years has improved the
accuracy of the estimations: the recent claims from Chaplin
et al. (2000) and Komm et al. (2000a) about the changes of
these parameters, showing very good agreement, are therefore
much more certain.

In the low-̀ data from the BiSON network, Chaplin et al.
(2000) have observed a mean increase of 24± 3% in the
linewidths from 1991 to 1997 over the frequency range 2600≤
ν ≤ 3600µHz; a decrease of 22± 3% in the velocity power
and on average, no variation for the energy rate supplied to the
modes. However during a brief period of a few months in the
beginning of 1998, Chaplin et al. (2003) showed that the energy
supply rate for the low degrees increased significantly, when
major surface activity of the Sun was occuring, as indicated by
flares, CMEs and particle fluxes.

The analysis of the intermediate degrees (` ≤ 150) from
the GONG network shows an increase of about 10% for the
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mode widths from 1995 to 1998 in the frequency range 2.7
and 3.3 mHz with increasing activity (Komm et al. 2000a). At
the same time, the mode height decreases 21% while the mode
area (width× height) decreases by 18%. The analysis found
no` dependence in the solar cycle changes, however the values
of the variations change with smaller-` values. As a function
of frequency, these changes show a maximum between 2.7 and
3.3 mHz. Komm et al. (2000b) have observed that the energy
supply rateĖ decreases with increasing activity, showing the
largest decrease of−4.4± 4.3% in the range 15≤ ` ≤ 95 and
1.6 ≤ ν ≤ 3.1 mHz, with almost no frequency or` dependence.
Forν > 3.1 mHz and̀ ≥ 15, the average value is close to zero,
showing no frequency dependence, which is in sharp contrast
to the other parameters. Recently, Komm et al. (2002) have
reported a global decrease between mid-1995 and mid-2001
of Ė of about−6%.

While unambiguous changes to the mode height and width
have now been identified, the current challenge is to study these
in greater detail (i.e. with better accuracy and precision). In the
present work, we make use of the IRIS++ database which has
collected solar observations for almost a complete solar cycle
to study the signature of solar activity for thep-mode parame-
ters, focusing our attention on variations of the excitation and
damping parameters. By means of these results, we analyze the
variation of the velocity power of the low degree modes and the
energy supplied to them.

2. Data analysis

The IRIS++ network (International Research of the Interior of
the Sun) is composed of the original IRIS sodium instruments
which have been merged with the Mark-I potassium resonant
scattering spectrophotometer (Brookes et al. 1978) (which is
part of the BiSON network) located at the Observatorio del
Teide (Tenerife, Spain), and the Magneto-Optical Filter LOWL
potassium instrument (Tomczyk et al. 1995) located in Mauna
Loa (Hawaii, USA). The merging of these different observa-
tions in a consistent manner (Salabert et al. 2002b) to give
them similar sensitivity results in an important improvement
in the network duty cycle thanks to the wide distribution of
the instrument longitudes. The merged observations consist of
a timeseries of measurements of the solar line-of-sight velocity
integrated over the solar surface. The full-disk integration gives
access to low degree modes, with` ≤ 3. The observations cov-
ering 11 years from July 1st 1989 to November 05 1999, span
the maximum and the falling phase of solar cycle 22 and the ris-
ing phase of the current solar cycle 23. They were divided into
20 timeseries of 360 days with an overlap of 180 days. The
duty cycle of the timeseries before LOWL is included in the
database in 1994 (LOWL operation started in February 1994)
is about 40% whereas it is more than 60% after 1994 when
LOWL data are included. Figure 1 shows that the duty cycle
is “anti-correlated” with the solar activity. This means that we
have to be very careful in the analysis of thep-mode parameter
changes over the solar activity cycle, especially for the heights
and the linewidths (and the combinations of them), which are
very dependent on the duty cycle and the presence of the
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Fig. 1. Duty cycle of the 20 timeseries analyzed, compared to a solar
activity index (solid line), here theRI International Sunspot Number.

sidelobes. Then, before any analyses are made for changes with
solar activity, the influence of each window function on each
parameter needs to be studied.

3. Modeling the acoustic mode spectrum

It is generally accepted that the acoustic modes are stochasti-
cally excited and intrinsically damped by convection and turbu-
lent viscosity (Kumar et al. 1988). Therefore, the analogy for
the p-modes is a forced and damped oscillator:

d2q(t)
dt2

+ 2η
dq(t)

dt
+ 4πν20q(t) = f (t) (1)

wheret is the time,q(t) the displacement,η the damping con-
stant,ν0 the temporal frequency of the undamped oscillator,
and f (t) the random forcing function. The average power spec-
trum of the oscillator equationPq(ν) = < |q̃(ν)|2 > in the vicin-
ity of resonance (ν ∼ ν0) with η � ν0 may be written as:

Pq(ν) =
P f (ν)

4π2(ν2 − ν20)2 + η2
' 1

16π2ν20

P f (ν)

(ν − ν0)2 + η2
(2)

whereP f (ν) = < | f̃ (ν)|2 > is the power spectrum of the forc-
ing function f (t), which varies slowly withν0. q̃(ν) and f̃ (ν)
are the Fourier transforms ofq(t) and f (t). Pq(ν) is a very
good approximation of a Lorentzian profile. For a given
mode (n, `) with a temporal frequencyνn,`, the full-width at
half-maximumΓn,` of the profile is related to the damping
rateηn,` by:

Γn,` =
ηn,`

π
· (3)

The peak heightHn,` is given by:

Hn,` =
P fn,` (ν)

16π2ν2n,`η
2
n,`

=
P fn,` (ν)

16π3ν2n,`Γ
2
n,`

· (4)
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The total velocity power< V2
n,` > is proportional to the height

Hn,` times the linewidthΓn,`, which corresponds to the area un-
der the mode:

< V2
n,` > =

π

2
CobsHn,`Γn,` =

Cobs

32π3

P fn,` (ν)

ν2n,`Γn,`
(5)

where the factor (π/2) is a scaling factor for the area under a
Lorentz profile andCobs is a constant to correct for the effects
of the observation techniques.

The total energy in the modesEn,` can be written as the sum
of kinetic and potential energy:

En,` =Mn,` < V2
n,` > (6)

whereMn,` is the corresponding mode mass which is defined
as the product of mode inertiaIn,`, multiplied by the solar
massM�:
Mn,` = 4πM�In,` (7)

where 4π is a factor of normalization, and the mode inertiaIn,`

is written as:

In,` =
1

M�|δrphot|2
∫

V
ρ|δr |2dV (8)

where ρ is the density,δr is the displacement associated
with the oscillation,δrphot is the displacement at the photo-
spheric radius, and integration is over the volumeV of the Sun
(Christensen-Dalsgaard & Berthomieu 1991).Mn,` is assumed
to be constant over all the timeseries analyzed for each (n, `),
thus variations of energy and velocity power are equal.

The rate at which the energy is supplied to the modesĖn,`

is estimated by (Goldreich et al. 1994):

dEn,`

dt
= Ėn,` = 2πEn,`Γn,` =

CobsMn,`

16π2

P fn,` (ν)

ν2n,`
· (9)

Looking for temporal variations, the fractionnal changes of
these parameters can be written:

δΓn,`

Γn,`
=
δηn,`

ηn,`
(10)

δHn,`

Hn,`
=
δP fn,`

P fn,`
− 2
δηn,`

ηn,`
(11)

δ < V2
n,` >

< V2
n,` >

=
δP fn,`

P fn,`
− δηn,`

ηn,`
(12)

δĖn,`

Ėn,`
=
δP fn,`

P fn,`
· (13)

These parameters provide information about different phenom-
ena. Thus, the linewidthΓn,` is a direct measure of the damping
rate, meaning that any changes inΓn,` with solar activity im-
plies a change in the damping rateηn,` (Eq. (10)). The velocity
power< V2

n,` > represents the equilibrium between the excita-
tionP fn,` and the dampingηn,` of the modes (Eq. (12)). Change
in the energy supply ratėEn,` with solar activity implies a vari-
ation in the net forcingP fn,` (Eq. (13)).

3.1. Line fitting

The p-mode parameters have been extracted by fitting a
Lorentzian profile (Eq. (2)) with an additive background
noiseB, constant in the fitted frequency interval. The observed
asymmetries onp-mode profiles (Duvall et al. 1993; Toutain
et al. 1998; Chaplin et al. 1999a; Chaplin & Appourchaux
1999b; Thiery et al. 2000; Gelly et al. 2002) are explained to
be caused by the interaction between the waves and a part of
the background noise (Nigam & Kosovichev 1998). However,
the observations to date have failed to uncover significant ev-
idence for any variation of this parameter with solar activ-
ity (Appourchaux 2001; Gelly et al. 2002). Looking for frac-
tional changes in thep-mode parameters, we assume that each
m-component is well represented by a symmetric Lorenztian
profile. The first temporal sidelobes were included in the model
and the study of each temporal window function determines
the ratio between the height of the main peak and the height of
the corresponding sidebands (see Sect. 3.2). The pairs of even
degree (̀ = 0, 2) and odd degree modes (` = 1, 3) were fit-
ted together because the presence of the 11.57µHz sidebands
which complicate the structure of the power spectrum. The ro-
tational splitting is taken to be constant and equal to 400 nHz.
We constrained the linewidth to be the same for all the compo-
nents of the two multiplets. The relativem-components height
ratioHn,`,m/Hn,` are constrained to take the theoretical value for
an instrument without spatial resolution for the case of observa-
tions using the sodium line (Christensen-Dalsgaard 1989). The
p-mode parameters are then extracted using the Powell mini-
mization algorithm (Press et al. 1992), by means of a standard
maximum likelihood function with aχ2 distribution. The mode
parameters were varied progressively or in different steps un-
til they converged to their best fit. The natural logarithm of the
heights, the linewidths, and the background noise have been
fitted, not the parameters themselves, resulting in a normal dis-
tribution which allows the uncertainties on each parameter to
be determined from the inverse Hessian matrix.

Some bias on the mode widths and the mode heights arise
from a combination of the effects of the window function and of
the inherent quality of the data set. The extracted width will be
overestimated by the fitting procedure and the extracted height
will be underestimated, because of the width-height anticor-
relation. We need to correct the returned fitted values for the
window function effects before any analysis, which will be de-
veloped in terms of the logarithmic values. Then variations ob-
tained in log(Hn,`) and log(Γn,`) or the additive combinations
of the two correspond to fractional variations inHn,` and inΓn,`

and the multiplicative combinations of the two.

3.2. Window function correction

The effect of a window function that contains both diurnal and
random breaks (due to the day/night cycle and bad weather
and occasional instrument breakdown), and thus a duty cycle
less than 100 per cent, is to redistribute power from the main
lobe into the sidelobes and into the background. Therefore, the
height and linewidth of a peak in the power spectrum depends
on the characteristics of the temporal window, especially the
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Fig. 2. The mean height (left part) and the mean linewidth (right part) in the frequency range 2.6 mHz≤ ν ≤ 3.6 mHz for ` = 0,1, 2,3 (in
natural logarithmic units) before (dashed line) and after (solid line) correction.

duty cycle. The best way to remove its effects is to convolve
the fit model with the window function. This process is com-
putationally intensive and was not used. Instead, we simulated
the effect of the temporal window as follows: we computed a
window function for the timeseries and normalized it to unity;
this was convolved with a Lorentzian with unit height and full-
width of 1µHz, which is a typical value for the range of modes
studied in this analysis (moreover, the results are not very sensi-
tive to the value chosen). This simulated spectrum was then fit
by least-squares to yield the peak height, the sidelobe height,
and the width of the Lorentzian. The factors are computed
by taking the true linewidth (or the true height) and divid-
ing by the fitted linewidth (or the fitted height) respectively.
The corrections are made by multiplying the results obtained
from the iterative fits by these corrective factors. The mean
correcting factors ¯αx (x being the heightH or the linewidth
Γ) before LOWL is included in the database are ¯αH ∼ 2.07
and ᾱΓ ∼ 0.91, whereas the mean correcting factorsβ̄x after
the inclusion of LOWL data arēβH ∼ 1.48 andβ̄Γ ∼ 0.95.
These values confirm that the fitting procedure overestimates
the linewidths and underestimates the heights, the effect of
the window function being larger on the heights than on the
linewidths. Both mode parameters depend strongly on the duty
cycle and also on the complex way in which the gaps are dis-
tributed in the timeseries from multisite observations. However,
we do not find a clear frequency dependence, in contradiction
to what Komm et al. (2000a) have found with intermediate de-
gree GONG data. Figure 2 shows the mean height (left part)
and the mean linewidth (right part) between the frequencies
2.6 mHz and 3.6 mHz for̀ = 0, 1, 2, 3 (in natural logarithmic
units) before (dashed line) and after (solid line) correction. The
heights are largely underestimated, the mismatch being larger
with low duty cycle. The merging of LOWL data in February
1994 clearly improves the estimations, but corrections are still
needed.

The simulation is performed for a singlet peak only,
whereas multi-component doublets are fitted (by necessity, ow-
ing to their proximity in frequency) in the real data. As such,

the interaction of several closely-spaced components with the
window function may be rather more complicated than is the
case for a single, isolated component only. The interaction
with, and effects of, the window may be slightly different in
the real data and this point will be studied in a future work.

4. Solar activity variation

4.1. Time variation

Once the heights and the linewidths are corrected for the
window function effects, we have computed the mean val-
ues of each parameter (νn,`, log(Hn,`), log(Γn,`), log(< V2

n,` >),
log(Ėn,`)) for each degreè = 0, 1, 2, 3 in the frequency range
2600 ≤ ν ≤ 3600µHz. The difference is computed with a
reference taken as the average of 6 consecutive power spectra
during the minimum of solar activity from 05 June 1994 to 15
November 1997, weighted by the uncertainties. Thus we obtain
the fractional changes in percent along the 11 years analyzed.

The global changes over the 20 timeseries analyzed for
each of these parameters are also determined. We compute a
weighted linear fit between each parameter and the correspond-
ing mean values of the 10.7 cm radio flux (in RF units), which
is a proxy for the level of the solar activity, observed over the
duration of each timeseries used (note that 1 RF unit corre-
sponds to 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1). For example, we can write for
the frequency shift∆νn,`:

∆νn,` = a+ b× RF (14)

∆νn,`(max)− ∆νn,`(min) = b× [RF(max)− RF(min)] (15)

whereb anda are the resulting slope and intercept of the linear
fit respectively.RF(max)= 190.57× 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1 is the
radio flux during the maximum of activity, taken as the mean
value between 1989 July 01 and 1992 June 14.RF(min) =
75.86× 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1 is the corresponding average radio
flux during the minimum of activity from 1994 June 05 to 1997
November 15.
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Table 1. Global changes averaged over the frequency range 2600≤
ν ≤ 3600 µHz for the degrees 0≤ ` ≤ 3. The Spearman correla-
tion coefficient rs and the associated probability of having no corre-
lation Ps between variations of each parameter and the 10.7 cm radio
flux, used as a proxy of the solar cycle, are also shown. These values
were computed with the extractedp-mode parameters from 10 inde-
pendent timeseries of 360 days.

Parameters Global changes rs Ps

Frequencyνn,` 0.28± 0.02µHz +0.89 5.42e−04
HeightHn,` −25.81± 1.94% −0.85 1.58e−03

LinewidthΓn,` 11.19± 0.72% +0.94 5.48e−05
Velocity power< V2

n,` > −11.40± 1.39% −0.81 3.44e−03
Energy supply ratėEn,` 0.48± 1.54% −0.40 0.15

Equation (15) gives the global change for the frequencyνn,`
over the 11 years analyzed. The same kind of computation is
done forHn,`, Γn,`, < V2

n,` > and Ėn,` (Table 1). We have also
evaluated the degree of correlation between the variations of
each parameter and the 10.7 cm radio flux. Table 1 shows the
Spearman correlation coefficient rs and its two-sided signifi-
cancePs, i.e. the probability of having null correlation. The
results shown in Table 1 are obtained using the extracted pa-
rameters from 10 independent timeseries of 360 days.

Figure 3 shows the well-known frequency shift
changes∆νn,` over the solar activity cycle. The solid line
corresponds to the mean value of degrees` = 0, 1, 2, 3
between 2.6 and 3.6 mHz, weighted by the uncertainties. A
global change of∆νn,`=0,1,2,3 = 0.28± 0.02 µHz between the
maximum and the minimum of solar activity is found, which
is slightly smaller than the previous cycle. The activity indexes
also show that the maximum of cycle 23 is smaller than the
maximum of cycle 22 (Ahluwalia 2002). For example, the
average sunspot number during the maximum of cycle 22 is
about 150, whereas during the last maximum the mean sunspot
number is about 110. The development of cycle 23 is different
from cycle 22, especially the unusually short time cycle 22
took to reach its maximum. The current solar cycle compares
better to cycles 17 and 20 (more information can be found at
http://www.dxlc.com/solar/).

The upper panels of Fig. 4 show the variations of the
heightsHn,` and the linewidthsΓn,`. The evolution with solar
activity is quite clear, the heightsHn,` being anti-correlated and
the linewidthsΓn,` being correlated with the solar activity cy-
cle, which is shown well by the correlation coefficients (see
Table 1). We found a global change of−25.81 ± 1.94% for
the heights and 11.19± 0.72% for the linewidths. Regarding
the velocity power< V2

n,` > (lower panels of Fig. 4), it is well
anti-correlated with the solar activity, showing a variation of
−11.40± 1.39%. For the energy supply ratėEn,`, in which a
change of 0.48± 1.54% is found, we can consider that no vari-
ation is observed and it remains constant with solar activity.
The associated probability of having no correlation is not sig-
nificant and is consistent with zero change. We do not observe
the increase in the energy supply rate as presented by Chaplin
et al. (2003) during the first months of 1998. To confirm this,
analyses with shorter timeseries are needed.
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Fig. 3.Relative mode frequency differencesνn,` versus time. For com-
parison, the variation of the 10.7 cm radio flux is plotted as a dashed
line. (Note that in this figure, the plotted points for each mode are not
independent, whereas the global change coefficients in Table 1 were
computed from independent points.)

Our results are in good agreement with the recent ones of
Jiménez-Reyes et al. (2001) with Mark-I data from 1984 to
1999. These authors have observed a decrease of about 20%
in the total velocity power, defined as the energy below the
p-mode profiles between the minimum and the maximum of
solar cycle 22, using a cross-correlation technique. They have
also separated the contributions of the velocity power for the
even (̀ = 0, 2) and odd (̀ = 1, 3) modes, which are better
correlated around the maximum than the minimum. Moreover,
the changes uncovered for even and odd modes have similar
heights. They have reported a “bump” in the middle of the
maximum of activity close to 1990. In Fig. 4c, we can also
observe a “bump” centered on the maximum of activity around
mid-1990.

4.2. Frequency dependence

We now study the frequency dependence of thep-mode param-
eters variations. To do so, a weighted linear fit is computed at
each (n, `) between each parameter and the corresponding val-
ues of the mean 10.7 cm radio flux (in RF units), as was done
in the previous subsection using Eq. (14). The gradient of the
fit represents the global change of the parameter per unit of the
radio flux used here again as a proxy of the solar cycle.

In Fig. 5 the frequency shifts∆νn,` versus frequency can
be seen. It shows an important increase with frequency be-
tween 2.5 mHz and 3.6 mHz; below 2.5 mHz, the frequency
shifts are small but positive. A change of about 4 nHz/RF at
3.6 mHz is observed. The solid line corresponds to the mean
value of degrees̀= 0, 1, 2, 3 for each ordern, weighted by the
uncertainties.

The upper panels of Fig. 6 show the changes obtained for
the heightsHn,` and the linewidthsΓn,` respectively over the
frequency range from 1.9 mHz to 3.6 mHz. The height changes
are clearly negative, meaning a decrease of the heights with
an increase of solar activity. As for the linewidthsΓn,`, their
changes are clearly positive, implying an increase in the damp-
ing rateηn,`. The lower panels of Fig. 6 illustrate the changes
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Fig. 4. Relative differences versus time fora) the heightHn,`, b) the linewidthΓn,`, c) the velocity power< V2
n,` > andd) the energy supply

rate Ėn,`. (Note that in these figures, the plotted points for each mode are not independent, whereas the global change coefficients in Table 1
were computed from independent points.)
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Fig. 5. Relative mode frequency differencesνn,` per unit of radio flux
(RF) versus frequency.

in the velocity power<V2
n,` > and in the energy supply ratėEn,`

respectively. The velocity power< V2
n,` > decreases with in-

creasing activity, whereas no variation is observed in the energy

supply rateĖn,`, meaning that the net forcing functionP fn,` re-
mains constant with solar activity.

The changes of thep-mode parameters with solar activ-
ity obtained in this analysis are very similar to those observed
by Jiménez et al. (2002) using data from the space experi-
ment VIRGO/SPM on-board the SoHO spacecraft. However,
the frequency dependence of these variations is less clear, ex-
cept for the frequency shifts∆νn,`. But the changes in height, in
linewidth and in velocity power show a maximum between 2.6
and 3.1 mHz, peaking near∼2.8 mHz, which was already noted
by Chaplin et al. (2000) for low degree modes and more clearly
at higher angular degrees by Komm et al. (2000a). Only the
energy supply rate seems not to show frequency dependence,
as Komm et al. (2000b) have observed with GONG network
observations.

5. Conclusion

The merging of IRIS, Mark-I and LOWL database in a con-
sistent manner has provided 11 years of full disk observations.
The reasonably good quality of the data, the annual duty cycles
of around 60% and the duration covering a complete solar cycle
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Fig. 6.Relative differences per unit of radio flux versus frequency fora) the heightHn,`, b) the linewidthΓn,`, c) the velocity power<V2
n,` > and

d) the energy supply ratėEn,`.

make this database particularly suitable to exploit the variation
of the p-mode parameters.

Using timeseries of one year with an overlap of six months
we have analyzed thep-mode parameter changes along the so-
lar activity cycle. The mode frequency is the most sensitive
parameter, increasing with higher activity. The observed fre-
quency dependence is quite clear, being close to zero at 2 mHz
and increasing progressively with frequency reaching a maxi-
mum of around 4 nHz/RF around 3.6 mHz, in good agreement
with other works. We found a global change of about 0.28µHz
which seems slightly smaller compared to the previous cycle.

We found also clear evidences of thep-mode height and
linewidth variations, uncovering a global change of about
−26% and 11% respectively. The frequency dependence is less
clear in both parameters; even a maximum near 2.8 mHz seems
to be discerned. Concerning the linewidths, our results are in
good agreement with what Houdek et al. (2001) have sug-
gested: the decrease of the horizontal size of the solar granules
from solar minimum to solar maximum observed by Muller
(1988) at constant vertical size leads to an increase in the damp-
ing ratesη between 2.4 and 3.0 mHz.

By means of these two parameters, we have calculated the
velocity power of the modes as well as the energy supplied to
them. In the case of the velocity power, we find a change of
about –11% while the rate at which energy is supplied does
not show an important variation clearly correlated with the so-
lar cycle, implying that this remains constant with solar activ-
ity. However, we cannot confirm the increase in magnitude of
the net forcing over a brief period in spring 1998 observed by
Chaplin et al. (2003). A deeper analysis using shorter time-
series will be needed to confirm this observation.
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